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The Avanti are bored.On a rare and treasured break from all the chaos, Bray decides to embark on

a mission most mysterious. Tate has always been known for the practical jokes he plays on his

teammates and friends. It's time for some revenge. This time, the tables are turned and Tate doesn't

know whatâ€™s about to hit him.Faced with confronting his worst fears, Tate struggles to make

sense of the odd happenings around him. He swears not only are there ghosts in the palace, but

they are out to get him. Revenge is sweet, but the Avanti know that if Tate figures out what they are

up to, there will be hell to pay. Still, watching him get a taste of his own medicine makes the risks

worthwhile.With his sanity on the line, Tate battles with everything in him to combat Brayâ€™s

mission most mysterious.
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We are so used to seeing the Avanti serious and trying to get out of one problem or another, but this

book we get a chance to see them take a break and have some fun. Tate is always causing trouble,

being the prankster, well this time it's great to see it come right back on him. While I feel for him

since they used his fears against him, I loved watching him get what he has coming. I laughed so

hard at what these men get up to. It's also nice to see the Avanti relaxed and enjoying friend and



family time. It's great to revisit old friends and also to see hints of what is yet to come. This was an

amazing fun read. I can't recommend it enough.

My goodness I LOVE this series!! Hannah Walker is an amazing Author. With the perfect blend of

friendship, humor, love and family, she has created a world I would gladly live in! Plus, we finally get

to see Tate get his!!! Bwahahahahaha

Such a happy Avanti read!! It was nice to laugh with our favorite guys a bit and get away from the

seriousness for a short while, but with that said I'm ready to dive right into the next book.

Funny, sweet, and hilarious. All without the normal clan fighting. It was a great break from all of

normal warfare these guys have to deal with.
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